
Our company is looking for a market strategist. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for market strategist

Prioritizing design work by assessing business requirements, user needs,
business impact, and feasibility
Extending and applying our brand identity and design language in
developing creative concepts, web and mobile products, internal
presentations, and external reports
Translate complex business insights and market data into visualizations,
interactions, and experiences that are easily understood
Crafting and delivering low to high-fidelity designed experiences, informed
by market and user research
Identifying business and design strategy opportunities at both the team and
organization levels
Understanding user contexts, analyzing needs and opportunities, prototyping
and iterating on concepts, and evaluating user experiences
Conducting macro-based strategy research across all asset classes – equities,
rates, credit, commodities and foreign exchange
Dissemination our strategy views, via client presentations, publications or
product-oriented marketing programs
Supporting the marketing and servicing of discretionary and capital markets
products for clients and prospects located in EMEA
Working closely with the EMEA head of Investments, Investment Specialists,
Capital Markets Solutions (CMS) and Managed Solutions & Strategies
personnel to develop topical and relevant materials for presentation to clients
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Qualifications for market strategist

Certification in Eloqua preferred
Fluency in an additional Asian language (preferably Mandarin) to cover North
Asian markets will be preferred
Superb written and verbal communication skills, the proven ability to
effectively convey ideas with passion and clarity (simplify the complex with
the use of stories, anecdotes, analogies and with a sense of humour)
Willingness to travel up to 50% of the time, primarily within the UK
Knowledge of algorithms, operating systems, object-oriented design and
software design principles
Object oriented programming, multi-threaded applications, performance-
oriented programming, templates


